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Abstract. Dispersed micro cracks are widely found in engineer materials, e.g. concrete, ceramic 
and composite. Specific damping capacity (SDC) caused by friction on micro crack surfaces 
(FSDC) was investigated in this study. Firstly, frictional energy dissipation (FED) of individual 
micro crack was modeled analytically and it was further validated by unit cell FE approach. Then, 
the model was employed in macro-scale cantilever beams involving regular and random multi 
micro cracks respectively. FEDs and FSDCs of the beams with different micro crack angles and 
densities are predicted. The study indicated that FED (and FSDC) depends on crack angle and 
stress state in structure. FSDC is independent to magnitudes of load and modulus of material in 
elastic scope. To materials with low viscosity, damping might increase significantly with the 
presence of multi micro cracks of high density. 
Keywords: micro cracks, frictional energy dissipation, specific damping capacity, fracture 
mechanics. 
1. Introduction 
Dynamic properties, including damping, are concerned in design and analysis of engineering 
structural and mechanical systems in order to control of vibration and noise. The damping of the 
structure is possibly caused by the resistance of external, e.g. air drag and support friction. It also 
possibly comes from the interior energy dissipation of structure, including the viscidity of  
material, friction of interior contact surfaces, heat and sound production and damage evolution. 
Macromolecule material, high damping alloy material and smart damping material have been 
widely used in engineering currently. Each sort of damping material has different dominating 
damping mechanism. For instance, interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) is one important 
damping source for polymers [1]; energy dissipation in coherent twin boundaries contributes to 
damping capacity for TiNi-based shape memory alloys [2]; dissipation of heat which transformed 
from vibration offers damping for piezoelectric material [3]. For a composite material, damping 
is possibly introduced from the viscoelasticity of components as well as from the interphase 
between them [4-6]. The damping properties of composites are usually more complicated than 
homogenous material due to their local in-homogeneities [4]. Numbers of experimental, 
theoretical and numerical researches can be found in literatures on damping of composites under 
various conditions, e.g. temperature, moisture, loading frequency and waveform [7, 8].  
Defects and damages which characterized by micro cracks are often found in engineer 
materials and structures during both manufacturing and service. For example, microscopic defects 
are likely to be caused by crystallization, transformation, thermal treatment or other reasons in 
metals. Rocks and concretes intrinsically have huge amounts of dispersive micro scale cracks, 
holes and inclusions inside [9]. For fiber composites, cracking might happen in matrix, fiber, 
interfaces both between fiber/matrix and neighbor plies [10]. 
Friction of crack surfaces and damage development consume energy. For instance, Chong du 
Cho [11] presented an estimation of interfacial friction in fiber-reinforced ceramics via increasing 
temperature during cyclic loading. David B. [12] used an indentation method to obtain the 
fiber/matrix interfacial frictional sliding stress and debond energy of a SiC/glass-ceramic 
composite. One of the macro phenomena of these energy dissipations manifests of damping under 
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cycle loads. Birman [13, 14] analytically modeled the relation between damping and micro matrix 
crack of ceramic matrix unidirectional and cross-ply composites. Damping is also used to figure 
out damage level of structure. D. A. Saravanos [15] correlated crack size and modal damping of 
delaminated laminates and beams analytically and experimentally. Andreas T. Echtermeyer [16] 
found that damping variation can indicate the onset of rapid degradation of the material in their 
research on the fatigue life of glass-reinforced polyester and phenolic laminates. 
Balasubramaniam [17] demonstrated the loss factor measurement is an effective way to detect 
manufacture introduced contaminations in unidirectional glass/epoxy pultrusion composites. 
Contamination degrades fiber/matrix bounding strength. C. Kyriazoglou [18] and Z. Zhang [19] 
measured the damping of unidirectional composites, cross-ply laminates and woven laminates 
after fatigue cycles and found the damping was sensitive to damage. Damping is recommended as 
an effective representation of damage evaluation.  
Among researches in literatures mentioned above, though some have taken into account of the 
frictional energy dissipation [11, 15], the quantitative relation between damping and micro cracks 
is still absent, however it might be interested in damage evaluation using dynamic way. In this 
study, a quantitative prediction of specific damping capacity (SDC), one indicator of damping 
behavior, for structures or solids with multi micro cracks was approached (it is abbreviated as 
FSDC in this paper). The model was developed based upon detailed frictional energy dissipation 
(FED) analysis of one individual micro crack. 
2. FED and SDC models of individual micro crack 
When a structure or solid vibrates, its kinetic and strain energies transform mutually. The 
largest strain energy, equaling the entire energy driving vibration, determines the intensities of 
deformation or vibration of the structure. The proportion of energy consumed during one vibration 
cycle directly associates to the vibration attenuation rate, this phenomenon also known as  
damping. Therefore, damping can be characterized quantitatively by SDC, which was defined by 
Adams [20-22] as expression of: 
߰ = ܼdissܼstra, (1)
here ܼdiss and ܼstra denote the dissipated energy and largest strain energy respectively in one load 
cycle. In general, ܼdiss in Eq. (1) might include several kinds of energy dissipations in a vibration 
process. In this study only frictional energy dissipation caused by micro cracks was concerned and 
it was investigated separately. Thus, Eq. (1) here is actually a particular case for SDC, i.e. FSDC. 
The proportion of FSDC in total SDC for some often used engineering materials were roughly 
assessed in the last section of this paper.  
Damping caused by micro cracks is partly due to FED on the micro crack surfaces under cycle 
load. Some engineering material, e.g. concrete or ceramic, might involve a mass of micro cracks 
with irregular three-dimensional shape, size and distribution. In this study a simplified plane 
model was employed in which micro cracks are postulated as straight shape and far apart  
scattering, so a dilute model is employed to calculate FED and FSDC in individual micro crack 
scale level. Stress and damage of one point in macro structure (or solid) is represented by a unit 
cell containing one micro crack if the point is viewed with an imaginary magnifying glass, as 
schematically demonstrated in Fig. 1(a). For convenience, the local coordinates of the micro unit 
cell (ݔ − ݕ) are parallel and vertical to the crack surface. 
The macro stresses in this point is considered as uniform tractions applied on the boundaries 
of the unit cell, they are denoted as ߪ௫̅, ߪ௬ത  and ߬௫̅௬ത  in global coordinate (̅ݔ − ݕത) and as ߪ௫, ߪ௬ and 
߬௫௬ in local one. ߪே is compression on crack surface. It is assumed uniform and equal to normal 
compressive force applied on unit cell boundary. Under cycling load, this micro crack will open 
and close alternatively. The relative tangent displacement of the two crack surfaces is obtained 
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from the crack tip domain displacements of mode II fracture: 
∆ݑሺݐ, ݎሻ = ܭIIᇱ ሺݐሻ
ߢ + 1
ܩ ට
ݎ
2ߨ, ሺ0 ൑ ݎ ൑ ܽሻ, (2)
here ܩ is the shear module, ߢ = 3 − 4߭ for plane strain state and ߢ = ሺ3 − ߭ሻ ሺ1 + ߭ሻ⁄  for plane 
stress state, ߭ is the Poisson’s ratio, ݎ is the distance from a point on crack surface to the crack tip 
(seeing Fig. 1(b)), ܽ is the half length of crack, ܭIIᇱ  is the stress intensity factor combining loads 
of far field uniform shear traction and crack surface frictional force, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
quantity of relative shear displacement is symmetrical to the crack center. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 1. a) Macro scale structure and micro scale unit cell, b) local illustration of a closed micro crack  
When the crack is closed, the normal stress on crack surface is simplified as a uniform pressure 
just equaling to the compressive load applied on the boundary of unit cell. If the structure is 
supposed experience periodic load, the compressive stress on crack surface also alternates with 
the same frequency. For example, if far field stress of a micro crack is applied symmetrical cycle 
sinusoid, the compressive stress of the micro crack surface is expressed as: 
ߪேsin߱ݐ = 〈−ߪ௬sin߱ݐ〉. (3)
The symbol of ‘〈 〉’ is of one-side condition, i.e. left side equals the value in right side bracket 
if it is positive otherwise left side equals zero. ߪே is the amplitude of pressure on crack surface. If 
the shear stress on micro crack surface has overcome the static frictional resistance, the two 
surfaces of micro crack will have relative shear displacement and frictional force does work. The 
frictional force is the product of compression ߪேsin߱ݐ and slide friction coefficient ߤ. The stress 
intensity factor (SIF) at crack tip can be obtained by the superposition of two SIFs corresponding 
to two individual load conditions, i.e. far field uniform shear load and crack surface frictional 
force, as expressed below: 
ܭIIᇱ ሺݐሻ = 〈ห߬௫௬sin߱ݐห − ߤ|ߪேsin߱ݐ|〉√ߨܽ. (4)
The surface friction reduces degree of singularity at crack tip. ܭIIᇱ  varies periodically 
corresponding to the cycle load. If the value in right side bracket of Eq. (4) is negative, the crack 
surface is in static friction state. 
The FED for a micro crack in one stress cycle can be expressed as: 
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ܼୢ୧ୱୱ୳ୡ = 2 ර ቆන ቤߤߪேsin߱ݐ
߲Δݑሺݎ, ݐሻ
߲ݐ ቤ
௔
଴
݀ݎቇ ݀ݐ = 2√23
ߢ + 1
ܩ ߤ|ߪே|〈ห߬௫௬ห − ߤ|ߪே|〉ܽ
ଶ. (5)
When the micro crack length is greater than the crack tip singularity dominating range, the 
relative shear displacement of the crack surface out of this range is assumed constant and is 
continuous at the intersection point with the crack tip zones. The complete expression of the 
relative shear displacement is: 
∆ݑሺݎ, ݐሻ =
ۖە
۔
ۖۓܭIIᇱ ሺݐሻ
ߢ + 1
ܩ ට
ݎ
2ߨ , ሺ0 < ݎ < ߚܽሻ,
ܭIIᇱ ሺݐሻ
ߢ + 1
ܩ ඨ
ߚܽ
2ߨ , ሺߚܽ < ݎ < ܽሻ,
 (6)
where ߚܽ is the radius of zone dominated by crack tip singular field, 0 < ߚ < 1. The applicable 
scopes for the two separated expression in Eq. (6) are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1(b). By 
substituting Eq. (6), Eq. (5) is rewritten as: 
ܼୢ୧ୱୱ୳ୡ = ඥ2ߚ ൬1 −
1
3 ߚ൰ ߤ
ߢ + 1
ܩ |ߪே|〈ห߬௫௬ห − ߤ|ߪே|〉ܽ
ଶ = χ|ߪே|〈ห߬௫௬ห − ߤ|ߪே|〉ܽଶ. (7)
Open and relative slide of crack surface promote whole tensile and shear deformation 
respectively of unit cell. Opening of crack under far field tension is assumed convex lens shape 
and its maximum open area during one load cycle is: 
ߢ + 1
4ܩ ߨܽ
ଶߪ௬ = ܵcܽଶߪ௬. (8)
Integrating Eq. (6) along the crack surface, the whole relative slide area (or distance) of crack 
surface is obtained. The maximum one is: 
ߢ + 1
√2ܩ ܽ
ଶඥߚ ൤1 − 13 ߚ൨ ߬௫௬ = ݑୡܽ
ଶ߬௫௬. (9)
If the cycling normal and shear tractions on unit cell boundary are synchronous, the peak 
opening and relative slide of crack also happen synchronously and at that moment the unit cell 
possesses maximum strain energy. Merging the opening and relative slide of crack in tensile and 
shear strain components in unit cell averagely, in other words stresses and strains in unit cell are 
simplified as still uniform, the equivalent tensile and shear moduli for this unit cell in local 
coordinate system at maximum energy moment are: 
ܧത௫ = ܧ,   ܧത௬ =
ܧ
ሺ1 + ߣଶܵcሻ , ̅ܩ௫௬ =
ܩ
ሺ1 + ߣଶݑୡሻ. (10)
Here ܧ is Young’s modulus and ߣ = ܽ/ܮ௖ is the ratio of half crack length to unit cell side 
length. The largest strain energy restored in unit cell is expressed as: 
ܼstrauc =
1
2 ቆ
ߪ௫ଶ
ܧത௫ +
ߪ௬ଶ
ܧത௬ +
߬௫௬ଶ
̅ܩ௫௬ቇ. (11)
In real material, micro cracks are often found of fractal or zig-zag shape meanwhile usually 
being spatial irregular. Verisimilar simulations of their complicated shapes and deformations of 
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crack would using more refined approaches, e.g. three dimensional FEM.  
In order to verify the accuracy of the theoretical model developed above, finite element unit 
cell model is established via ABAQUS. For the comparison example, Young’s modulus and 
Poisson ratio are adopted as 150 GPa and 0.3 (similar to those of cast iron) and friction coefficient 
used is 0.4. Crack length is employed as 2ܽ = 10 mm and unit cell side length as ܮ௖ = 80 mm. If 
crack density of unit cell is defined as ௖݂ = ܽଶߨ/ܮ௖ଶ, it is 1.227 % in this case. Normal and tangent 
symmetrical sinusoidal loads, ߪ௬ = 250 MPa and ߬௫௬ = 200 MPa, were applied uniformly to the 
unit cell boundaries and they fluctuate synchronously. In FE model, tangential friction formulation 
is chosen Lagrange multiplier algorithm and normal directional contact constraint is set 
Augmented Lagrange method. The mesh and shear stress distribution are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. Mesh and shear stress in finite element unit cell model 
The numerical normal compress stress distributes along crack surface is found in shallow 
saddle shape which described in Fig. 3. It is slightly higher near crack tip than in the middle and 
this disparity can be neglected. Thus the assumption of constant normal pressure on the crack 
surface made in theoretical model is proven reasonable. Fig. 4 is the comparison of relative shear 
displacements on crack surface predicted by theoretical model and FEM model. The two 
predictions are found in good agreement near crack tips, however the discrepancy increases when 
approaching to middle part. When parameter ߚ in Eq. (6) is assigned value of 0.5, the theoretical 
relative shear displacement fits well with numerical prediction in average. FEDs of different 
length cracks predicted theoretically (with various value of ߚ) and numerically are compared in 
Fig. 5. Value of 0.5 for ߚ is proven appropriate for a wide range of crack length. 
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Fig. 3. Normal contact pressure on crack surface 
(ܽ = 5 mm) 
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Fig. 4. Relative shear displacement over crack 
surfaces (ܽ = 5 mm) 
Changes of FEDs with normal and tangent loads are graphed in Fig. 6. FED linearly relates to 
shear load and nonlinearly to normal load, as demonstrated by the two intersecting lines of curved 
FED surface and axial planes in Fig. 6. Elevating normal compressive stress of crack surface has 
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two opposite effects on FED, it raises the friction force and meanwhile, decreases the relative 
shear displacement of crack surfaces. Under some of stress states, e.g. stresses in the zero height 
triangular region in Fig. 6, FED will be zero for the crack surface is under static friction state.  
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Fig. 5. Variation of FEDs predicted with various ߚ 
and crack length 
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Fig. 6. FED of single crack under various normal  
and tangent loads (ܽ = 5 mm) 
FSDCs predicted by theoretical model and FEM model are compared in Fig. 7. They are 
proven in good agreement. 
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b) 
Fig. 7. Theoretical and numerical FSDCs with varied a) tangent load and b) normal load 
Here only plane problem is concerned, this approach can be developed to three-dimension 
model further. Apart from FDSC, crack nucleation and propagation also consume energy to 
generate new surface, and this will offer extra damping. Actually, damping increasing has used as 
the indirect indicator of damage development in material or in structure [16, 18, 19]. This is an 
interesting issue and will be studied in our following research.  
3. FED and SDC models for structure with multi cracks  
3.1. Cantilever beam with regular cracks 
FED and FSDC models for single micro crack developed in last section were employed in 
scenario of structure with multi micro cracks in this section. The local status of micro crack in a 
macro scale spot in structure is represented by a unit cell. The loads applied uniformly on the 
boundaries of this unit cell are just the macro-scale stresses at this point. The macro stresses of a 
cantilever beam carrying uniform pressure on top side of beam, as schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 1(a), is formulated with elastic theory ignoring the existence of damage, as following: 
ߪ௫̅ = −
6ݍݕത
ℎଷ ሺ̅ݔ
ଶ + ܮଶሻ + ݍݕതℎଷ ൬12ܮ̅ݔ + 4ݕത
ଶ − 35 ℎ
ଶ൰, (12)
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ߪ௬ത = −
ݍ
2 ൬1 +
ݕത
ℎ൰ ൬1 −
2ݕത
ℎ ൰
ଶ
, (13)
߬௫̅௬ത =
3ݍ
ℎ ቆ
2ݕതଶ
ℎଶ −
1
2ቇ ሺܮ − ̅ݔሻ, (14)
here, ݍ is the magnitude of the load. ܮ and ℎ are length and height of the beam respectively. 
Transposing Eqs. (12)-(14) to local coordinate system and then substituting to Eq. (7), one will 
have FED of a micro crack locates any site of the beam. By superposition, total FED of beam 
within one stress cycle is expressed as: 
ܼdissrg = ߯ ෍หߪܰ,݆ห
ܰܿ
݆=1
〈ܨห߬ݔݕ,݆ห − ߤหߪܰ,݆ห〉ܽ2݆, (15)
here, ௖ܰ  is the number of micro cracks. ܨ is the correction factor considering the interactions 
between adjacent micro cracks and its value can be found in SIF handbook [23]. The subscript ‘݆’ 
denotes the ݆th crack. The largest strain energy of the beam is calculated by integrating strain 
energy density over the whole beam. 
Regular cracks are modeled in the cantilever beam to investigate the relations between FSDC 
(FED) and crack configuration. Two rows of cracks uniform in inclined angle, length and interval 
spaces are arranged symmetrical to the neutral plane of cantilever beams. In order to avoid possible 
errors introduced from macro stresses calculation (by Eqs. (12)-(14)) close to clamped end of 
beam, the first column cracks are set apart from clamped end with distance of double beam height. 
Each row contains 16 cracks and three crack lengths of 10 mm, 20 mm and 35 mm have been 
adopted respectively. The beam’s dimension is 1600 mm in length and 160 mm in height, so the 
crack densities are 0.982 %, 3.93 % and 12.0 % for the three crack lengths, meanwhile the crack 
interaction correction factors are adopted 1.01, 1.02 and 1.04 for these three crack densities.  
If material parameters used are the same as unit cell model, FSDCs for different crack angle 
and length (density) are illustrated in Fig. 8. One can found that FSDC reaches the peak value 
when micro cracks near angle of ±ߨ 4⁄  while close to zero at angle of 0 and ±ߨ 2⁄ , the two latter 
are corresponding to directions parallel to and perpendicular to the axial line of beam. In slender 
beam ߪ௫̅ is approximately two and one order greater than ߪ௬ത  and ߬௫̅௬ത . For horizontal crack, stress 
ߪ௫̅ contributes little to the FSDC (FED). The vertical cracks have little relative shear displacement 
and three-quarter of them (in lamped end) are in static friction state. This explains why the FSDCs 
(FEDs) for horizontal and vertical cracks are ignorable.  
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Fig. 8. Variation of FSDC with crack angle for cantilever beam 
Fig. 9 is comparisons of FEDs predicted by theoretical and numerical models with increasing 
load. They are found in good agreement for the both two crack angles of ߙ = 0 and ߙ = ߨ 4⁄  
which corresponding to minimum and maximum FEDs respectively. FED is also observed 
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increasing with load in quadratic way in this figure. 
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b) 
Fig. 9. Comparisons of theoretical and numerical FEDs with various crack length (density) and load 
amplitude when cracks angle a) ߙ = 0 and b) ߙ = ߨ 4⁄  
3.2. Cantilever beam with random micro cracks 
In case of diffusive random micro cracks, stress states and relative shear displacements on 
crack surfaces are un-uniform at any moment depending on their angles and locations. In one 
given moment some cracks might do friction work and others have no contributions to FSDC 
(FED), e.g. they are in open status or under static friction conditions. In a macro scale spot of 
structure the macro stress is postulated uniform. So from Eq. (15) one can see FED is direct 
proportional to density in this macro spot. If the length of micro crack is identical (as 2ܽ), crack 
density in this sport is ௖݂ = ߨܽଶߩ. Parameter ߩ is defined as the number of micro crack in unit 
area of the spot. If the length of crack equally distribute from zero to the maximum size of 2ܽ௠௔௫, 
crack density will be ௖݂ = ߨܽ௠௔௫ଶ ߩ 3⁄ . If micro cracks are assumed homogenously distribute 
overall the beam and their angles are equally distribute from zero to ߨ, the FED of the whole 
structure can be calculated via triple integrating FED of single micro crack overall structure and 
full angle in space in one load cycle: 
ܼୢ୧ୱୱ୰ୢ =
߯ ௖݂
ሺߨܽ௠௔௫ሻଶ න න න |ߪே|〈ห߬௫௬ห − ߤ|ߪே|〉݀ߙ݀ݔ݀ݕ.
గ
଴
௅
଴
ு ଶ⁄
ିு ଶ⁄
(16)
The largest strain energy of the beam is calculated in similar way as case of regular crack.  
When material parameters and dimensions of the beam used here are the same with previous 
models, FEDs with different densities random distributed micro cracks are shown in Fig. 10. 
Quadratic increase of FED with load amplitude is also observed. 
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Fig. 10. Variation of FED with external load for different crack densities 
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FSDCs of cantilever beams involving different crack configurations and crack densities are 
listed in Table 1. The FSDCs are found to be linear with crack density. 
In real materials, micro cracks usually possess complicated three dimensional geometries and 
locate both on surface and inside. Characterizing them and distinguishing damping generated by 
them from total damping in experiment need well study and have not yet been reported in 
literatures. Experimental validation has neither been included in this paper. Numerical simulation 
to some degree can also validate the theoretical approach. Three dimensional finite element 
approach can offer more verisimilar description of real micro cracks. 
Table 1. FSDC of cantilever beams containing regular and random diffuse distributed cracks  
with different crack densities 
ߙ 0 ߨ 4⁄ Random 
Crack density 0.982 % 3.93 % 12.0 % 0.982 % 3.93 % 12.0 % 0.982 % 3.93 % 12.0 % 
FSDC 5.8E-6 2.3E-5 7.4E-5 7.5E-4 3.1E-3 9.3E-3 4.1E-04 1.7E-03 5.0E-03 
Apart from FSDC, SDCs can also be generated by other damping factors. Followings are 
comparisons of predicted FSDC by models containing 12 % density random micro cracks with 
that from experiment for some engineering materials for which defeats are ignored, in other word. 
FSDCs are excluded in SDCs for these scenarios. Considering that FSDC depends only on crack 
configuration and stress state but independent to amplitude of load and material modulus under 
elastic scope, predicted FSDCs for the follow materials are postulated a same value of 5.0E-3. 
SDCs of Nodular cast iron [24], Mg-Zn-Y-Zralloy (strain is less than 1.0E-4) [25], polymer 
concrete [26] and polymer NVC 73 [1] have been tested as 8.4E-3, 1.3E-2, 1.4E-1 and 5.0, 
respectively. Micro cracks are estimated put additional SDCs of 59 %, 38 %, 3.6 % and 0.1 % to 
those undamaged materials, respectively. This means FSDC might be non-ignorable for materials 
with low viscosity. It need to emphasis that experimental SDCs listed above were obtained with 
different test methods. So, the comparisons are only in sense of rough estimation. Apart from FED, 
stress concentration at crack tip might cause additional local visco-deformation, further local 
plastic deformation or damage evolution. These might introduce more other damping mechanisms 
contributing to SDC at crack tip region. Further study on these sophisticated topics is the later 
aims. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper frictional energy dissipation (FED) and specific damping capacity (SDC) caused 
by FED from micro cracks (FSDC) were investigated. Local stress and relative slide displacement 
of single micro crack was modeled theoretically and verified by unit cell finite element approach. 
The FED expression obtained, Eq. (7), tells that far filed tangent stress contributes to FED in linear 
way because relative displacement of crack surfaces is in direct proportion to it. The normal stress 
plays two opposite roles to FED, it promotes friction force and so FED linearly however it abates 
slide of crack surface linearly and so FED in quadratic way. FED and FSDC are also found 
proportional to square of crack length. So if area of a circle whose diameter being crack length is 
used to define crack density, FSDC (FED) will direct proportional to crack density. 
The single crack FED and FSDC model was then used in cantilever beam model with regular 
and random micro cracks, respectively. Regular crack model demonstrates that in bending 
structure, micro crack’s FSDC contribution is biggest when its angle to axial line of beam being 
near ±ߨ 4⁄ , while to be smallest when its angle being parallel to or perpendicular to axial line. FE 
approaches also support these conclusions and valid the precisions of analytical FED and FSDC 
predictions. Case of random micro cracks (both length and angle) was modeled from single crack 
approach by integrating and averaging random parameters. So, it is conceivable that random crack 
FED (and FSDC) possesses the similar relations with load condition and crack density. Though 
only the simplest equal distribution random pattern for crack length, crack angle and crack spatial 
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position have been studied in this paper, it will not meet great difficulty to expand it to various 
distribution patterns of these parameters. It is also proven that the FSDC is independent of load 
magnitude and material modulus in the elasticity scope for a given load. Comparing roughly with 
some often used engineering materials demonstrates that for low viscosity material, e.g. cast iron, 
damping caused by FED of high density of micro cracks is not ignorable.  
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